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Models of dynamical supersymmetry breaking and quintessence
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We study several models of relevance for the dynamical breaking of supersymmetry which could provide a
scalar component with an equation of statep5wr,21,w,0. Such models would provide a natural expla-
nation for recent data on the cosmological parameters.@S0556-2821~99!02710-1#

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 11.30.Na, 12.60.Jv, 98.70.Vc
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INTRODUCTION

There are increasing indications that the energy densit
matter in the Universe is smaller than the critical density@1#.
If one sticks to the inflation prediction ofVT51, then the
natural question is the origin of the extra component prov
ing the missing energy density. An obvious candidate i
cosmological constant, whose equation of state isp52r.
This presents particle physics with the unpleasant task
explaining why the energy of the vacuum should be of or
(0.003 eV)4, a task possibly even harder than the one
explaining why the cosmological constant is zero. In parti
lar, it seems to require new interactions with a typical sc
much lower than the electroweak scale, long range inte
tions that would have remained undetected.

It has recently been proposed to consider instead a
namical time-dependent and spatially inhomogeneous c
ponent, with an equation of statep5wr, 21,w,0. Such a
component has been named ‘‘quintessence’’ by Caldw
Dave, and Steinhardt@2#. Indeed, present cosmological da
seem to prefer@3#, in the context of cold dark matter model
a value forw of the order of20.6. Several candidates hav
been proposed for this component: tangled cosmic strings@4#
and pseudo Goldstone bosons@5#. Of particular relevance to
some issues at stake in the search for a unified theor
fundamental interactions is a scalar field with a scalar po
tial decreasing to zero for infinite field values@2,6#.

It has been noted that such a behavior appears natura
models of dynamical supersymmetry breaking~DSB! @6#.
Typically, the scalar potential of supersymmetric models
many flat directions, i.e., directions in field space where
scalar potential vanishes. Once supersymmetry is broken
namically, the degeneracy corresponding to the flat direc
is lifted but generally the flat direction is restored at infin
values of the scalar field.1 We are thus precisely in the situ
ation of a potential smoothly decreasing to zero at infin
This is usually considered as a drawback of spontaneous
persymmetry breaking models from the point of view of co
mology: in the standard approach, the potential has a st
ground state, where the potential is fine tuned to zero~in

1In some cases, the field value may be interpreted as the inv
coupling constant associated with the dynamics responsible fo
persymmetry breaking. An infinite field value means a vanish
gauge coupling and thus restoration of supersymmetry.
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order to account for a vanishing cosmological constant!, but
the initial conditions and the subsequent cosmological e
lution may lead to a situation where the field misses
ground state and evolves to infinite values.

Dynamical supersymmetry breaking is often favored b
cause it can more easily account for large mass scale hie
chies such asMW /M P through some powers ofL/M P where
L is the dynamical scale of breaking. It is thus a natu
question to ask whether the corresponding models may
count for quintessence. Indeed, in this case, there is a fu
mental reason why the scalar potential vanishes at infin
this is related to the old result that global supersymme
yields a vanishing ground state energy. And there may
reasons as to why once it dominates, the contribution of
scalar field to the energy density is very small~again through
powers ofL/M P).

In the following, we will discuss two models of dynam
cal supersymmetry breaking which may be considered
representative of semirealistic models for high energy ph
ics. One is based on gaugino condensation coupled to
dynamics of a dilaton field; the other uses the condensa
of Nf flavors in a SU(Nc) gauge theory.

MODELS WITH A DILATON

We start with a class of models, reminiscent of ma
superstring models, where supersymmetry is broken thro
gaugino condensation@7# along the flat direction correspond
ing to the dilaton field. Indeed, in many superstring mode
the dilaton fields does not appear in the superpotential a
thus corresponds to a flat direction in the scalar potentia
couples to the gauge fields in a model-independent way:

L52
1

4
sFmnFmn , ~1!

whereFmn is the field strength corresponding to a gene
gauge symmetry groupG and, throughout this article,s is
expressed in Planck mass units. Thus the vacuum expe
tion value^s& can be interpreted as the inverse of the gau
coupling 1/g2 at the string scale. Indeed, it is directly relate
to the inverse of the string coupling constant~see below!.
The interaction corresponding to the gauge groupG becomes
strong at a scale

L5M Pe21/2bg2
5M Pe2s/2b0, ~2!
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where b0 is the one-loop beta function coefficient of th
gauge groupG. The corresponding gaugino fields are e
pected to condense,

^l̄l&5L35M P
3e23s/2b0, ~3!

and they lead to a potential energy, quadratic in the gaug
condensates, that scales likee23s/b0. In the limit of infinites,
that is, of vanishing gauge coupling, the dynamics is in
erative and one recovers the flat direction associated with
dilaton.

We have followed a very crude approach and there are
course, many possible refinements: one may include su
gravity corrections, the effect of other scalar fields such
moduli, as well as corrections which may be needed to
bilize the potential for small values ofs ~that is, in the regime
of strongly coupled string@8#!. For example, in a given
model @9#, the potential reads, in terms of the fieldl which
precisely describes the string gauge coupling,

V~ l !5
M P

4

16e2l H S 11 f 2 l
d f

dl D S 11
2

3
b0l D 2

2
4

3
b0

2l 2J eg23( f 11)/2b0l , ~4!

where f ( l ) andg( l ) appear as nonperturbative contributio
to the Kähler potential. The dilatons is related to the fieldl
ass5(11 f )/2l . One recovers, in the limit of larges ~small
string couplingl ), a leading behavior ine23s/b0.

Since there are obvious power law corrections to this
havior, we will consider a toy model of a dilaton fields with
a Lagrangian

L52
1

4s2 ]ms]ms2V~s!, ~5!

where

V~s!5V0~s!e23s/b0. ~6!

The noncanonical kinetic term fors is characteristic of the
string dilaton and accounts for the nonflat Ka¨hler metric.

The cosmological evolution of thes field is described by
the following set of equations (k51):

s̈

2s2
2

ṡ2

2s3
13H

ṡ

2s2 1
dV

ds
50,

H25
1

3
~rB1rs!, ~7!

whererB is the background energy density associated w
matter (wB50) or radiation (wB51/3) and rs5 ṡ2/(4s2)
1V(s).

If we first consider thatV0(s) is a constant and solv
these equations assuming thatrB dominates for some time
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there exists a scaling solution with the following behavio2

the fields evolves down the exponentially decreasing pote
tial as (t/t1)(12wB)/(11wB) as long ass remains smaller than
s1[(2b0/3)(11wB)/(12wB), reached att5t1; for larger
values, there exists a scaling solution@11–13# where the field
evolves logarithmically ass5s11(2b0/3)ln(t/t1). The ratio
rs /r tot starts at 3(12wB)2/16 for t<t1 and from then on
slopes down to zero as (b0

2/6s2)(11wB) for large values of
s. Finally, ws5ps /rs starts at a value of 1 and decreas
monotonically towardswB ass increases. There is therefor
no hope of using the dilaton for the dynamical componen
quintessence sincews never reaches a negative value. Pow
law corrections@V0(s)}sa# do not change this conclusion

This might be in some sense a welcome conclusion si
the vacuum expectation value^s& provides, after renormal-
ization down to low energy, the fine structure constant 1a.
A sliding dilaton would make the fine structure constant va
with time at an unacceptable rate@14#.

Similar conclusions can be reached with other types
weakly coupled scalar particles, such as the moduli of str
theories. For example, in a model with several gaugino c
densates and a modulus fieldt describing the radius of the
six-dimensional compact manifold, the scalar potential sca
for large values oft as @9#

V5(
a

t (b1ba) /bae2p[(b2ba)/(3ba)] te22^s&/ba, ~8!

where the sum runs over the different condensates~one for
each groupGa , with corresponding beta function coefficien
ba). We have fixed the dilaton fields at its ground state
value. Let us note that, although the modulust definitely
cannot be used for quintessence~since, as above, the corre
spondingwt reaches asymptoticallywB), a large value of̂s&
may contribute to giving a small contribution fromt to the
vacuum energy.

MODEL OF FERMION CONDENSATES

We now turn to a model which yields inverse powers
fields in the potential, a welcome situation for quintessen
models@6#. It is based on the gauge group SU(Nc) and has
Nf<Nc flavors: quarksQi ,i 51,•••,Nf , in fundamentals of
SU(Nc) and antiquarksQ̃i ,i 51,•••,Nf in antifundamentals
of SU(Nc).

Below the scale of dynamical breaking of the gauge sy
metry L, the effective degrees of freedom are the fermi
condensate~‘‘pion’’ ! fields P j

i [QiQ̃j . The dynamically
generated superpotential reads@15#

W5~Nc2Nf !
L (3Nc2Nf )/(Nc2Nf )

~detP!1/(Nc2Nf )
. ~9!

2For a similar analysis, although in a different context, see R
@10#.
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Usually, one allows a term linear inP in the superpotentia
in order to stabilize this field. We will instead assume he
that a discrete symmetry ensures that no linear term is
lowed by the Abelian symmetry. Let us note that this sy
metry cannot be a continuous gauge symmetry since
would yield in the scalar potentialD terms with positive
powers ofP which would stabilize the field.

The effective Lagrangian reads

L52
1

2
Tr@~P†P!21/2]mP]mP†#

12 TrF ~P†P!21/2
~LL†!(3Nc2Nf )/(Nc2Nf )

~DetP†P!1/(Nc2Nf )
G , ~10!

where the potential originates from theF term for the field
P. For simplicity, we will takeP j

i to be diagonal and write
P j

i [F2d j
i with F real. One obtains

1

4Nf
L52

1

2
]mF]mF1V~F!, ~11!

where

V~F!5l
m41a

Fa
, ~12!

with m5(LL†)1/2 and

a52
Nc1Nf

Nc2Nf
. ~13!

The corresponding potential has been studied in Ref.@11# in
the case whererB dominates over the energy densityrF of
the F field. One obtains

rF

rB
5S a

aQ
D 6(11wB)/(21a)

. ~14!

HencerF decreases less rapidly thanrB until it dominates it
for values of the cosmic scale factor larger thanaQ .
Throughout this period~which must obviously include nu
cleosynthesis!, one has

rF5
2~21a!

41a~12wB! S 3~11wB!

a~21a! D a/2

3l
m41a

M P
a S a

aQ
D 6(11wB)/(21a)

F5M PA a~21a!

3~11wB!S a

aQ
D 3(11wB)/(21a)

.

~15!

The equation of state for theF field has@6#

wF5211
a~11wB!

21a
. ~16!
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Thus, in a matter-dominated universe (wB50),wF521/2
12Nf /Nc which is between21/2 and 0 forNf<Nc . This
provides a candidate for the dynamics of quintessence.

OnceF/M P has reached the valueAa(21a)/3(11wB),
we enter a different regime whererF dominates the energy
density. The fieldF slows down and one may solve for

neglecting the termsF̈ in its equation of motion andḞ2/2 in
rF . One obtains

F5F0F11
1

2A3
a~41a!V~F0!~ t2t0!G 2/(41a)

, ~17!

whereF0 is the present value forF, and one obtains

wF;211
a2

3F2 . ~18!

If rF at aQ is already close to the present value~this occurs
typically for m;10212130a/(41a) GeV), this second period
is short (aQ;a0) and wf will be given approximately by
Eq. ~16!. For simplicity, we will suppose from now on tha
this is so. In this case, the value ofwF might prove to be too
small to account for the data@16#.

However, larger values forwF may be obtained by com
plicating slightly the model and introducing other fields. A
an example, we will assume the presence of a dilaton fi
much in the spirit of the models of the previous section~al-
though the dilaton is this time not sliding but fixed at i
ground state value!. The dynamical scaleL is expressed in
terms of the dilaton through Eq.~2! with b05(3Nc
2Nf)/(16p2). This induces a new term in the scalar pote
tial:

dV54s2uFsu2, ~19!

with

Fs5
dW

ds
528p2

L (3Nc2Nf ) /~Nc2Nf )

~DetP!1/(Nc2Nf )
. ~20!

that is, an extra term of the formm41b/Fb with

b5
4Nf

Nc2Nf
. ~21!

Sinceb,a, this term dominates for large values of the co
densateF and, forwB50,

wF5211
2Nf

Nc1Nf
, ~22!

which precisely lies between21 and 0: taking, for example
Nc55 andNf51 yieldswF522/3.

There could be other contributions to theF-term auxiliary
field for S, say,F0 ~which will contribute to supersymmetry
breaking!. If so, the leading term indV for large F is
Fs

†F01FsF0
† and b52Nc /(Nc2Nf), in which casewF

5211Nf /Nc . This time, one may even obtainwF5
22/3 with Nc53 (Nf51).
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P. BINÉTRUY PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 063502
Strictly speaking, the leading term isuF0u2 and thus of the
cosmological constant type. But this is an artifact of glob
supersymmetry and it is well known that, by going to sup
gravity, we may cancel this cosmological constant te
while keeping a nonvanishing contributionF0 to theF term
of the S field. Such a study goes beyond the framework
this paper. This stresses, however, an important fact: eve
we deal here with a dynamical component (F) which may
account for a cosmological-constant-type behavior of
cosmological parameters, it is important that theF energy
density eventually dominate over all other forms and th
that these other components do not produce a significant
mological constant of their own. Thus, the cosmological c
stant remains a problem for all other components.

Likewise, the amount of supersymmetry breaking due
the fact thatF has not reached an infinite value~and thus its
F term is not vanishing! is not sufficient to account for the
et

ev
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amount of supersymmetry breaking observed in natu
There must be other sources~e.g.,F0 in our example! which
may produce unwanted amounts of cosmological consta
care is not taken.

In other words, there is still a ‘‘cosmological consta
problem’’ in the models studied here~that is to say, from the
point of view of the quantum theory! but the interest of such
models lies in the fact that they can successfully account
the recent cosmological data on supernovas of type Ia
confirmed.
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